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Full Name: Alex Lehours
Age: 35
Birthplace: Slough, Berkshire, UK

Tell us a bit about yourself
I am a Sydney based artist, illustrator and 
designer. My work can best be described as an 
eccentric explosion of chaos, humour, colour 
and absolute randomness!

I call on references from virtually every major 
art movement of the twentieth century, twisting 
and tossing them haphazardly onto canvases, 
walls and screens to create a melee of capti-
vating chaos.

I like to approach my art making with a decid-
edly ‘more is more’ attitude.

What is the story behind your 
artist pseudonym?
I just go by my real name. Its bizarre enough 
that no one else will have the same one and 
people usually remember it… “Oh you that Leho 
guy!!” Plus if I had an art pseudonym I would 
always get fed up with it and end up changing 
it every week.

Tell us a random fact about you?
A random fact would be that I fall asleep at 
night listening to the old Bob Ross painting
shows. As random as it is, it actually really 
helps me relax. Listening to the brush strokes
and process helps me escape and unwind for the 
night. Even to get away from art I use art.
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Other hobbies aside from art and 
design?
I love sport. I always grew up playing team 
sports. Soccer, basketball, baseball and AFL. 
Other than art they are my big passions.

What about art makes you happy?
I think it’s the freedom you feel when creating 
something. I also think it’s the challenge 
involved when trying to create something new 
and unique. It’s a fantastic outlet to get all 
your ideas, theories, philosophies and person-
ality out there. I feel you can express things 
via art that you just can’t do any other way.
I absolutely love it and would be lost without 
art in my world…It is my world.

What has influenced the style of art you create?
I have been influenced by a lot of different things in my 
art-making. I draw reference from all kinds of different art 
forms. Anything from classical art of the Old Masters to 
tattoos, comic books, Manga, pop culture, typography, fine art, 
packaging, branding, music and film. I guess my style is a combi-
nation of everything that I like.

What challenges have you faced as an artist? 
There are always challenges in any field but for me the biggest 
is trying to convince yourself that you are happy with your 
work. We are always our own worst critics and unless you are 
happy with something no one else can convince you otherwise.

It’s a challenge and a huge reward to push yourself and your 
artistic process while trying to further develop as a creative.

There are also challenges in getting your work out there to the 
public and trying to get consistent work without compromising 
your artistic direction and beliefs.

I think working for yourself, regardless of the industry you 
are in, is always a challenge. But it is always one of the most 
rewarding experiences I have ever gained as a professional.
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Tell us about your journey becoming an 
artist
From an early age I had always loved to draw and paint. 
I spent hours at home and school drawing, painting, 
doodling, whatever! So for me I guess a creative career 
was inevitable, or at least something I was going to push 
for.

After I graduated high school, I didn’t quite know what 
creative field I wanted to pursue. I decided to study 
art and design at both Enmore Design Centre (Sydney) and 
later at university, ACU.
From there I moved into graphic design. I was lucky 
enough to get a job straight after my studies at a local 
sports company as a graphic designer. I was there for 
about 4 years. 

Even though I enjoyed my work I still felt something was 
missing. That is when I realised it was the art I was 
creating in my free time that really excited me.

I had always followed different artists online and was 
fascinated by what they did. I started creating more and 
more for myself and ended up getting my first mural job 
through a family friend.

Around the same time I was invited by a guy called 
Shannon McKinnon to take part in an art event called 
Secret Wars. A sort of an MC style battle with pens and 
paint.

That is where I met a bunch of different artists and 
creatives (some of whom I had followed for a while) and 
from there my career as an artist sort of took off. My 
work on the side was starting to take over my full-time 
design job so I decided to quit and focus on my own art.

From there the rest is history and I feel I have slowly 
built a career out of a hobby.

ARTIST 
INTERVIEW 
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Who are some of your favourite 
artists?
I have so many favourites across different 
times and mediums but to narrow it down to a 
few I would say Sheppard Fairy, Salvador Dali, 
Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Peter Paul Rubens, Andy 
Warhol, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Adnate and Ron 
English.

What is your favourite work of art?
My favourite piece that I own is an Adnate 
print of one of his original paintings. It is 
of a small Aboriginal child. I love Adnate’s 
work, The detail is incredible and you get lost 
in his subjects eyes.

If you could meet any artist, alive 
or dead, who would it be? Why?  
I would love to meet any of the artists from 
the Renaissance period. I would love to hear 
first hand how these artists approached their 
craft. I would love to be able to compare tech-
niques and processes that they used with what 
we may use today.

That period really fascinates me and I would 
love to be able to talk to those artists 
directly about what they did and how they did 
it.

If you could give one piece of advice 
to aspiring artists, what would it be? 
Just keep pushing yourself. Its tough but if you are 
truly passionate about art then just keep going, 
developing, challenging yourself and good things 
will come.
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What is the story behind your 
design style? 
I still feel I have a very heavily inspired 
design aspect to my work. As mentioned before I 
draw influence from so many different art forms 
but there always seems to be an element of 
design in my work which goes back to my graphic 
design days. I like structure behind all the 
chaos that I feature.

My work is all about finding balance between 
things that are somewhat opposing or contra-
dicting. I find when I combine opposing elements 
a sense of harmony can be found and that is why 
drawing influence from so many different things 
works perfectly for me.
I love depth, layers, colour and chaos.

What do you like most about your 
design style? 
I usually get over my work pretty quickly but 
if I had to pick I would say I like the fact 
that if you keep looking you will find something 
new. I like working in layers and providing 
hints of what may be sitting underneath. From 
there the viewer can piece together what they 
think it all means.

Where do you get inspiration to 
create the designs you do? 
I find inspiration from everywhere really. As 
mentioned I am influenced by several different 
art forms and I like combining them to create 
my own. Sometimes I will watch a movie and get 
inspired to create something or even listen 
to a song and a lyric jumps out that sparks an 
idea.

What techniques and mediums do you 
mainly use when you create? 
Whether I’m creating digitally or hand-made I have 
the same approach. I sketch everything on paper 
first, scan it all in and then piece together my 
composition on the computer.
From there I either digitally illustrate all the 
elements or hand-paint them on either a canvas or 
wall.

If I am painting I love to use acrylic paint, 
brushes and spray paint. I paint a mixture of more 
realistic elements, mixed with my stylised, vector 
or comic influenced imagery.

Digitally I use a Wacom Cintiq and my iMac computer.
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What are your favourite tools to 
create art with? 
Acrylic paint, spray paint, brushes, spirit 
level, rags and scissor lifts for those big big 
jobs. 

What future styles or direction to 
you want to explore/ take your art?
I would love to keep developing my own art 
process and just see where it takes me. I would 
love to try and experiment with sculptural 
elements and maybe playa round with some inter-
active features.

You’re a new addition to the crayon 
box. What colour would you be and 
why? 
Red. I love red. It stands out so well and its 
such a dramatic colour.

What do you work toward in your 
free time? 
Free time I like to spend with my wife, Mel and 
our dog, Ziggy. We enjoy seeing our families 
and friends and just making the most of living 
a happy balanced life.
Pretty simple really.

“If you had to be shipwrecked on a deserted 
island, but all your human needs—such as food 
and water—were taken care of, what two items 
would you want to have with you?” 
Assuming Mel is stranded with me, my dog Ziggy! And a ball of 
some sort so I could draw a face on it!

If you could steal credit for any great piece 
of art, song, film, book etc which one
would you claim?

The painting of the Sistine Chapel by Michelangelo. Just 
incredible! The logistics alone hurt my head, let alone the 
technique and quality of the finished piece.
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PLATYPUS SHOES.
This is a digital illustration that was commis-
sioned by Platypus Shoes. It was then screen 
printed onto a limited run of tote bags which 
came free with every in store shoe purchase.

The illustration features a central element 
which is my interpretation of the goddess 
Nike. The whole piece is also a representa-
tion of street, sneaker and pop culture with a 
subtle reference to classical art. Something in 
which I constantly explore throughout my work, 
which made it a perfect fit for this particular 
project.

 

OH BOY!
Oh Boy! Is a painting I created as part of 
Disney’s Mickey Mouse Arthouse Exhibition, 
celebrating 90 years of Mickey Mouse at 
Melbourne Central.

Curated by Eddie Zammit and Radio Velvet the 
show featured work from 90 artists from across 
the globe.

My piece was hand-painted with acrylics on 
cotton duck canvas and pays tribute to the 
evolution of Mickey Mouse.
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ARMANI EXCHANGE.
In 2017 I was approached by creative agency, 
Pocko, to create some illustrations for 
the 2018 Armani Exchange #st_ART Capsule 
Collection.

The 2 designs featured here were released 
across a range of products including t-shirts, 
watches and sunglasses.

I wanted to showcase the layers and chaos 
I like to include in my work but in a more 
stylised, minimal format.
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HOWS THE SERENITY?
How’s The Serenity is a large scale, public mural that was 
privately commissioned and overlooks Simpson Park in St. Peters, 
Sydney.

This piece is a comment on the state of being calm, peaceful and 
untroubled - serenity
The mural brings together elements that seem to oppose each 
other. On first glance the imagery may seem harsh or bold but as 
each element entangles with the next, a sense of balance and 
cohesion can be found.

“Serenity” has a heavy sci-fi influence. The unnatural combines 
with the natural, man-made with nature, man with animal and so 
on. Elements that may not necessarily belong with each other but 
yet when they do a sense of tranquillity evolves. 
The entire mural was hand-painted using Dulux Weathershield 
house paint, Monarch Painting brushes and MTN spray paint.

 

WALL TO WALL.
In 2019 I was invited to take part in the Wall To Wall 
Street Art Festival in Benalla, Victoria.
Led by the Juddy Roller creative management team in 
collaboration with The Wall to Wall Committee, the 
festival has become one of the best creative events 
Australia has to offer. 

Wall To Wall creates an all encompassing ambience in 
the town that has never before existed, helping to 
enrich the country community. 

My piece is a hand-painted mural and can be located on 
the back of the Benalla Visitor Centre. The mural pays 
homage to the Victorian period of Benalla’s history 
as well as referencing some of the town’s more recent 
influences.

This piece was hand-painted using Dulux Weathershield 
house paint, Monarch Painting brushes and MTN spray 
paint.
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Who’s it for?
Spit your game, talk your shit, grab your gat, 
call your clicks — This band is for all the hip-hop 
lovers. A wrist-worn tribute to some of the realest 
rappers who ever lived.

Alex’s Style
Alex’s work can best be described as an eccen-
tric explosion of chaos, humour, colour and absolute 
randomness! He calls on references from virtually 
every major art movement of the twentieth century, 
twisting and tossing them haphazardly onto canvases, 
walls and now wristbands to create a melee of capti-
vating chaos. 

His style draws from classical art of the Old Masters 
to tattoos, comic books, Manga, pop culture, music 
and film. His ability to combine these wide range of 
elements seamlessly within his art has resulted in a 
truly original wristband.

 TIER 
ONE

ALEX’S
DESIGN

Inside Phrase
“Spit your game”

http://www.empire-artist.com/product/spit-your-game-wristband/
http://www.empire-artist.com/product/spit-your-game-wristband/
http://www.empire-artist.com/product/spit-your-game-wristband/
http://www.empire-artist.com/product/spit-your-game-wristband/
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1 / EARN POINTS

SUMMARY OF THE EMPIRE 
POINTS SYSTEM

FOUR ways to earn points:

  > Make a Referral

  > Purchase products

  > Post with #EMPIREBANDS

  > Review, Follow Instagram

2 / UNLOCK TIERED BANDS
Use your TOTAL EARNED points 
(over all time) to unlock 
Tiers and get access to rare 
bands.

One   Two Three Four    Five

3 / PURCHASE WITH POINTS
Use your POINTS BALANCE to make 
purchases.

The more bands you purchase - 
the more value you receive.

THE FIVE PACK

> Save 28% per band (pre order only)
> Artist sticker per band
> Standard shipping free
> 5% total sale amount to the Artist

START EARNING POINTS > HERE 

ANY FIVE FOR $125  $90 (AUD)
or 900 points

https://empire-artist.com/my-account/
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NOT LONG NOW!
EXPECTED SHIPPING DATE

Expect to have your wristbands shipped in July at 
the latest - check your emails to keep informed.

QUESTIONS?
WHO TO CONTACT
 
If you have any questions feel free to email us 
at:

Info@empire-artist.com/

WANT TO COLLABORATE?

If you are interested in making your own custom 
wristbands or collector cards, visit:

Info@empire-artist.com/collaborate/

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR BAND

For our detailed care instructions, visit:

www.empire-artist.com/care-instructions/

FOLLOW OUR JOURNEY

WHERE TO FOLLOW
 
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook to keep up to 
date and follow our journey:

FACEBOOK >
empire.artist18

INSTAGRAM >
@empire.artist

THANK YOU

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Download our General Information PDF
 
> HERE 

Download our Empire Points PDF
 > HERE 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST

Copyright Disclaimer:

All content in this [pdf] is copyright of either j b hill & j j olander t/a 
empire artist (abn 17 896 282 123) or the artist featured. Content must not be 
downloaded, copied, reproduced or used without express written permission from 
us, or the artist where the content is their own work. The artist retains all 
copyright for their artworks (which includes reproduction rights). If you wish to 
reproduce the work, this must be separately negotiated with the artist.

CULTIVATING 
CREATIVITY
The movement that serves 
the Artist and empowers 
you to express your inner 
creative.
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